AirSoft Rack
Assembly Instructions
AirSoft Rack Assembly

Hardware Included

Upper Frame

Lower Frame

Base Board

M5 Allen Wrench
Step 1:
Remove the pre-installed M6x12L screw and washer(A) from the bottom of the Base Board.

Step 2:
Remove the pre-installed M6x12L screws and curved washers(B) from the top of the Lower Frame.
Remove the pre-installed M6x35L screw(C) from the bottom of the Lower Frame.

Step 3:
Slide the Lower Frame over the slot on the Base Board as shown.
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Step 4:
Install the M6x35L screw (C) into the Base Board as shown and tighten.

Step 5:
Install the M6x12L screw and washer(A) removed in Step 1 and tighten.
Step 6:

Connect the *Upper Frame* to the *Lower Frame* using the M6x12L screws and curved washers removed in Step 2.
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Your AirSoft Rack is now complete

Place your newly completed AirSoft Rack on a flat surface. Slide your AirSoft Boards onto the frame.
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The rack can hold up to six AirSoft Boards.